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best authority, Lieut. Jeekel, terms it G Friedrichsburg (Hollandia). I may note that Prinsi Ollandia is
still the native name. These buildings interest us greatly, because in the coming days of immigration
they will serve for hospitals, stores, and barracoons. Ascending a few feet of bushy hill, called in
books Mamfra, and once evidently an island, we came upon the eastern flank, three substantial
bastions and a cavalier, with masonry knitted by creepers. We then wound round by the southern
or sea side, and, turning the angle, made the eastern flank. The gateway, stockade, and belfry
shown in Bosman ( Eerste Brief, 1737) have disappeared; so also has the slave-court, but the double
doorway remains. The spacious centre, planted with bananas almost wild, would make a grand
garden; the walls are built to stand for ages; and, although the floors of the upper stories have been
torn down, there would be no difficulty in restoring them. As steps and stairs are absent, it was not
possible to reach the battlements. These...
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Reviews
This is actually the greatest pdf i actually have read until now. it absolutely was writtern really properly and beneficial. Your life period will be change when
you complete looking over this pdf.
-- Lur line Little
The ebook is simple in go through better to fully grasp. It is actually rally exciting throgh reading through period. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Alexa nder Ja cobi
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